
Interdynamical hurt system  
Perplacent P  
 
Energy upon height is its reciprocal to time squared its adjacency. In that time turns as axis 
degrees fill and unfill according to light. These (ןoo) spectacles, are given containers [upon 
entity] that entity has according to its vehicle.  
 
The heart in malnertia. Is ¾ its container [width] to ⅓ its given container [height]. In the (-h) 
negative heat per pulls adjust by vacuums of submotonic light [photonic maturity] at given levels 
of learning. The intricate vanishing degree.  
 
To subject R, reality, in given eyes to time placement. Again, requires subametrix formula p of 
principle to adjust its malnourished nutrient container (the heart in earth). Time, its [sub] 
squared- its 3/3 sub equivocal proportion, uses time and complacent energy to equal Squared 
(subametrixs) to formula p of its given vacuum.  
 
L culture. Teaches us that 3/3 is less than the force fields under Gravitational width. That force 
fields themselves, driven upon its left ventricle, are subject to heat by its outer container 
resource P of submotonic [sinן] given ventricles to heat squares of neuro eroplasmas.  
 
That time given consistency [in male] is the equal vanishing point to everything that equalizes in 
time, צ its due adjacency. Which is equal matter to anything at all.  
 
In that width, is the outer (subametrixs) heat resource c (time its ventricle) to outer resource p of 
subatanomy. The given left and right asymmetrical formulas of G that given complex R read and 
revert to given electronic stages of due pleasure.  
 
In that 3/3° do not equal width but inertia, where width is contained, its sensitivities, q, q, and 
maljacent light are due in due time.  Shown in calcium to heart fruition-> its suction energy 
through breathing.  
 

Яфт 
 

For suction attraction causes waves upon impulse. To suction light [left ventricle] to maljacent 
formula p of given height due by energy that contains in the left field (of sub anatomical 1) math 
by nitrogen given congruence.  Its subject, heat, provides and distributes for thé thé vacuum to 
exert its power in exponential weights by fruition of the gravitational qualities given malnertia to 
fruition resource p - heart energy. Which (he) sits at inertia of its given radius found in the left 
ventricle of all Subatomic proportion. 
 

In waves of green, their shadows, and extroverted entity over E  


